We study the scenario where a transient batch of faults hit a minority of the nodes in a distributed system by corrupting their state. We concentrate on the basic persistent bit problem, where the system is required to maintain a 0/1 value in the face of transient failures by means of replication. We give an algorithm to stabilize the value to a correct state quickly; that is, denoting the unknown number of faulty nodes by f , our algorithm recovers the value of the bit at all nodes in O(f ) time units for any f < n=2, where n is the number of all nodes.
Introduction
Stabilizing distributed systems recover from a particularly devastating type of fault: a statecorrupting fault. During a state corrupting fault, the bits of the volatile memory in an a ected the case of additional faults, as demonstrated by the following scenario. Initially, f 1 processors are faulty. After a few steps, it may be the case that x processors are called faulty by our de nition, for some x > f 1 . If f 2 additional processors are then hit by another batch of faults, the e ect is as if there are now x + f 2 > f 1 + f 2 faulty processors, even though only f 1 + f 2 processors were directly a ected by a fault. The important conclusion is that for time adaptivity, one needs to measure how long it takes for the system to completely get rid of all the after-e ects of the faults, i.e., when is the system fully ready to respond to another batch of faults. We therefore distinguish between the concepts of output stabilization and state stabilization: output stabilization is said to occur once the externally observable portion of the state ceases to change, and state-stabilization is said to occur when the internal state ceases to change as well.
Our results. As mentioned above, the results in this paper concern the persistent bit problem 19] , where the goal is to retain the value of a common replicated bit across the system in spite of transient faults which may corrupt processors state arbitrarily, so long as the state at a majority of the processors is not faulty. The bit value is required to be equal at all processors, and the common value should persist across faults. Our main positive result (Theorem 3.1) is an algorithm for the persistent bit problem. Let n denote the number of nodes in the system (we use the terms \nodes" and \processors" interchangeably), and let f denote the number of faulty processors in the start state. Let diam be the actual diameter of the network. The algorithm guarantees, for any f < n=2, that the output is recovered everywhere in O(f) time units, and that complete state stabilization occurs in O(diam) time. The algorithm is fairly robust in the sense that f and the network topology need not be known in advance. The algorithm can be simpli ed (and its space and communication requirements are reduced) if a smaller upper bound on f is known a priori.
However, our result falls short of the original goal in several respects. First, strictly speaking, the algorithm is not self -stabilizing, where the requirement is to recover from any number of faults f n (note, however, that preserving the value of a bit is somewhat meaningless when f n=2); secondly, the algorithm is stated and proved correct only for the case of executions which proceed in synchronous rounds; and thirdly, the algorithm has high space and communication complexity.
Our negative results (Theorem 4.3) give lower bounds on the stabilization complexity of the persistent bit problem. We show that our algorithm is optimal in terms of stabilization times: there is no algorithm for the persistent bit problem with output stabilization time o(f), or state stabilization time o(diam). We note that the lower bounds are proved for the synchronous executions model (and hence for the asynchronous model a fortiori) . We proceed to demonstrate the universality of our approach by presenting an algorithmic transformer which, when given as input a distributed non-reactive non-stabilizing protocol, produces a time-adaptive version of this protocol, with output stabilization time O(f) and state stabilization time O(diam), for f < n=2, under the assumption that the inputs are replicated over all nodes.
This result is formally stated in Theorem 5.1.
Related Work. The study of self-stabilizing protocols was initiated by Dijkstra 12] . Reset-based approaches to self-stabilization are described in 18, 5, 8, 9, 15] . In reset-based stabilization, the state is constantly monitored; if an error is detected, a special reset protocol is invoked, whose e ect is to consistently establish a correct global state, from which the system can resume normal operation. One of the main drawbacks of this approach is that the detection mechanism triggers a system-wide reset in the face of the slightest inconsistency.
The distinction between output stabilization and state stabilization has been used and discussed in a number of papers. Paper organization. In Section 2 we formalize the model and introduce a few notations. In Section 3 we present our main algorithm for the persistent bit problem. In Section 4 we prove lower bounds on stabilization times. In Section 5 we outline the general transformation. In Section 6 we discuss parameterized constructions for known f.
Model and Notations
The system topology is represented by an undirected graph G = (V; E), where nodes represent processors and edges represent communication links. The number of the nodes is denoted by n = jV j. Typographical Conventions. When discussing a protocol, state variables are represented using teletype font, with a subscript indicating the node in which the variable is located. For example, dist i denotes the \distance" variable at node i, whose value may be arbitrary. Graph properties are represented using a boldface font, as in dist(i; j) which denotes the true distance in the graph between nodes i and j. 1 The term \time adaptive" was used before in di erent contexts, for example see 6] 3 The Persistent Bit Problem
In this section we present our main positive results: upper bounds on the persistent bit problem. We start with a short discussion of the problem, and then present the algorithm.
The problem. The Persistent Bit problem is de ned as follows. Each node maintains an externally observable output bit which satis es the following conditions (this is a degenerate case of input/output relation: there is no input).
Eventual Agreement. All output bits must be equal, except perhaps for a nite time, called output stabilization time immediately following a batch of fault.
Persistence. If the number of faults f in a given start state satis es f < n=2, then the eventual common value of the output bits is equal to the common value of the majority of the nodes in the start state.
Note that a global state may be faulty even if all output bits are equal: this is because in general, states have components other than the output bits.
Our goal is to nd a protocol with the smallest possible output and state stabilization time. It is known how to get close to each requirement separately. 19] presents a voting-based protocol which solves the problem in O(f log n) time for f = O( n log n ), but that protocol is not stabilizing in the sense that the state is never completely recovered, and hence the number of faults is counted since system initialization. On the other hand, it is possible to obtain a self-stabilizing algorithm using an e cient reset protocol (e.g., 7])|invoke reset whenever a pair of adjacent nodes disagree on the output bit value. However, global reset results in (diam) output stabilization time; in addition, it is not immediately clear how to guarantee persistence. In this section, we prove the following result. In Section 4, we shall prove that output-and state-stabilization times above is the best possible. In Section 6 we discuss a simpli ed (and more e cient) solution under the assumption that a better upper bound on f is known. (The case of f n 2 is not treated in this paper.)
Overview of the protocol
The main di culty in a time-adaptive solution to the persistent bit problem is that output values are required to change quickly, while old information must not be deleted too early. To see that, By the problem speci cation, the output value at node i 0 should be di erent in each of these cases. However, at the rst t steps i 0 must deem itself faulty, because of the possibility of case (a) above. Moreover, if the protocol is fault-local, the output stabilization time is O(f) for any f, and i 0 is forced to change its output value to 1 after O(1) steps, and keep it 1 at least through time t, in line with case (a). However, it may later turn out that case (b) is true. The point is that if i 0 removes all traces of its previous output value in the rst t steps, i becomes, in e ect, an additional faulty node, which might adversely a ect other non-faulty nodes later. 2 The intuitive conclusion is that nodes should not purge their old state even when they ip the value of their output bit. On the other hand, if the original value is never forgotten, then additional faults have cumulative e ect, rendering the solution non-stabilizing. A satisfactory solution to the Persistent Bit problem, which is both fault-local and stabilizing, needs therefore hit a delicate balance between keeping old information and modifying it.
Our solution consists of two parts: one responsible for speedy stabilization of the output (while keeping old information), and the other for prudent state stabilization (removing obsolete information). Each node has, in addition to the externally visible output bit, another bit we call`input bit.' Intuitively, the input bit serves as a long term memory (see Figure 1 ), in the sense that it is used (infrequently) to save the current value of the (frequently changing) output bit. In a legal state, all these bits (in all nodes) are equal. The main component of the output stabilization part is the regulated broadcast protocol, which ensures that in O(f) time, each node knows the true value of the input bits of su ciently many nodes, and no node has a wrong estimate of any input value of any other node. The output bit is computed locally by a simple majority rule over these estimates. The key to state stabilization is the input xing protocol, which guarantees that all faulty input bits are corrected in O(diam) time units, while making sure that input values at non-faulty nodes never change. In the remainder of this section, we describe each part in detail. Both algorithms use variants of the Bellman-Ford Ford spanning tree algorithm 10]; without loss of generality, we shall assume that the spanning tree is unique.
3.2
The Regulated Broadcast protocol
The goal of the regulated broadcast protocol, abbreviated RB hereafter, is that each node will have a faithful replica of the input value of every node in the system. These replicas, called estimates, are used to compute the local output bit by a majority rule. For now, assume that input bits at correct nodes never change (we prove this later). Under this assumption, it is su cient for fault-locality that in O(f) time, there will be at least f + 1 correct estimates of non-faulty nodes, and that the only values contradicting non-faulty values are estimates of the input values at faulty nodes. We remark that ooding-based broadcast cannot be used: consider the case where a node i is connected to the network only through a single node j. If j is faulty, a ooding broadcast might result in j corrupting all remote estimates of i's value by broadcasting a wrong value on behalf of i. In general, if ooding is used for broadcast, a single fault at an articulation point can cause a large set of nodes to appear faulty by corrupting their broadcasted value.
The RB protocol avoids this problem by using the old trick of slowing down to avoid accidents (see e.g. 24, 1, 4]). It particular it is very similar to the power supply technique, suggested independently in 2], where it is also shown to be a rather general technique for self stabilization, that can be applied even in unidirectional networks. Speci cally, RB builds a tree rooted at each input value, and uses ooding to forward the root value of that tree. However, this`broadcast wave' is slowed down to half speed (this is done by exposing the internal value only after an additional copy step). At the same time, nodes keep verifying the integrity of the tree and the broadcasted information; if an inconsistency is found, a`reset wave' is initiated; this wave progresses at full speed down the broadcast tree, erasing all estimates and tree structure as it goes (but does not harm the other trees). Because of the speed di erence, a wrong value cannot reach too far before it is eliminated.
Pseudo-code for output stabilization is presented in Figure 2 . Figure 2 , guarantees that if the tree is corrupted, then some node will be able to detect it, as shown in the next lemma. Lemma 3.3 Let i 2 V , let j 2 V be non-faulty, and suppose that value i j] 6 = value j j]. Then for some 0 t f, there exists a node k = parent i j] t such that inconsistent k (j) holds. It is easy to see that by the code, in the next two steps, we will have inconsistent parent i j] (s)?2 (j) since the reset wave advances at the rate of one link per pulse. However, only nodes which are at distance 1 from i can become incorrect w.r.t. j, since the broadcast wave takes only one step.
We can now prove that the output stabilizes quickly, provided that the non-faulty input bits remain xed. Fix a node i, and let B denote the set of all nodes at distance at most 2f from i. Since f < n=2, we have that jBj 2f + 1 (including i). Since there are at most f faulty nodes, it follows that the majority of nodes in B is non-faulty. Suppose without loss of generality that value j j] = 0 for all non-faulty nodes j. Then, by Lemma 3.2, after t 2 2f + 1 time units, value i j] = 0 for at least f + 1 nodes j 2 V . Moreover, by Lemma 3.4, after t 2f time units, value i j] 6 = 1 for all non-faulty nodes j. It therefore follows from the majority rule used by the algorithm that after 4f + 1 time units output i = 0 for all nodes i, as required.
We remark that the output stabilization time of the regulated broadcast algorithm is better than the output stabilization time of the fault mending algorithm of 19], but the algorithm of 19] guarantees complete quiescence (which is stronger than output stabilization) after O(f log n) time steps.
Observe that the proof of Theorem 3.5 actually shows that the output of each node i stabilizes in at most 1 + 2 min(depth(i); 2f) time units. This fact is key to the input xing algorithm, presented next.
3.3
The Input Fixing protocol
One of the crucial assumptions the regulated broadcast protocol relies on is that input bits of nonfaulty nodes never change. However, if the algorithm never changes the value of input bits, the result would be that the e ect of faults is accumulated, since once an input bit is compromised, its corrupted value would linger and potentially prevent even output stabilization for additional faults. The goal of the input xing protocol is to change the input bits as quickly as possible. The key idea in the solution is that if the output value does not change for a su ciently long time, then it is safe to assume that it is correct. In more detail, the idea is as follows. It follows from Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 that the output bit at node i is correct if it remains unchanged for T(i; f) def = 1 + 2 min(depth(i); 2f) time units. The problem can therefore be reduced to (1) constructing a stabilizing timer, and (2) estimating the value of T(i; f): if we have both, we can set the timer to count steps, reset it to 0 every time the output value changes, and change the input value when the timer reaches T(i; f).
However, both problems seem to require some work in the presence of transient faults which may corrupt the state: (1) it is impossible to tell whether a timer shows the correct count of pulses or is it just a meaningless value assigned to it by a fault; and (2) it not immediately clear how can one compute T(i; f).
We rst note that constructing a timer is not really a problem: no harm is done if timers at faulty nodes expire prematurely, since the worst possible consequence is that a faulty node changes its input bit prematurely. This is not a problem, since the proof of Theorem 3.5 does not require the input bits of faulty nodes not to change. Thus, it remains to construct a stabilizing timer which does not expire prematurely at non-faulty nodes. Since we assume (to bound the time needed for state stabilization) that faults cease to occur, it is trivial to have a counter which is incremented at each step. Computing the value of T(i; f) in which the timer expires seems harder, since it may depend on faulty nodes.
We solve this di culty by upper-bounding T(i; f) with depth(i). This can be done by trivially using the a priori upper bound D on diam, but in this case the state stabilization time is propor-tional to D. We are interested in the scenario where the network topology is unknown ahead of time, and the actual diameter may be signi cantly smaller than D. In out input-xing protocol, we include a little stabilizing protocol which preserves (at non-faulty nodes) a certain invariant even before stabilization. Pseudo-code for the input xing protocol is presented in Figure 3 . Informally, the algorithm constructs a Bellman-Ford tree rooted at each node, and obtains a bound on the depth of the node simply by taking a maximum over all distance estimates the node currently has. (For simplicity, we assume here that these trees are distinct from the trees constructed by the RB protocol.) Clearly, this algorithm stabilizes in O(diam) time units. The new twist in this algorithm is using the counter. At a legal state, the counter is xed at its highest value. When the depth estimate or the output value change, the counter is reset to 0. (Recall that the output i variable is maintained by the output stabilization protocol.) The counter is incremented by one at each subsequent step, until its value is greater than twice depth i . As we show, at that point, either depth i depth(i) or i is faulty. In any case, i can safely assign output i to be its input bit value i i].
We now analyze the input xing protocol more formally. We rst state an immediate property of the Bellman-Ford algorithm. The importance of this property is that it holds before stabilization. Lemma 3.6 Let i; j 2 V , and let t 0. Then after taking t steps starting from any state, dist i j] min(t; dist(i; j)).
The following corollary shows that the fact that the lower bound of Lemma 3.6 holds even before stabilization prevents premature assignment of input values by the input xing protocol. Proof: (1) Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that some non-faulty node changes its input value during the execution. Let j be the rst such node. By the code (Figure 3 ), the following must hold true when j changes its input value: count j = 2 depth j + 1, and value j j] 6 = output j = majority(value j ). Since j is correct, in the start state we have value j j] = output j , and hence at some point during the execution j changed its output value. At that step, the code dictates that count j was reset to 0. Therefore, since count j is incremented at each step, we must have that depth j and output j did not change their values for at least 2 depth j + 1 time units. It follows from Corollary 3.7 that depth(j) depth j , and hence at least 2 depth(j)+1 time units have elapsed. By our assumption that j is the rst correct node to change its input value (and thus input values in all non-faulty nodes have not changed so far) we can apply Theorem 3.5 to conclude that at that time, the value of output j must be correct at this step, a contradiction.
(2) Let j be a faulty node. By Theorem 3.5 and by (1) we have that after at most 2 depth(j)+1 time units, output j is correct. By Lemma 3.2 and the code, after at most 2 depth(j) additional time units, the input value will be changed to the correct value. The statement follows from the fact that for all j 2 V , depth(j) diam. 
Lower Bounds on Stabilization Times
In this section we prove that the output and state stabilization times attained by our algorithm for the persistent bit protocol are asymptotically optimal. Both proofs use indistinguishibility arguments. The scenarios described in the proofs hold even if the speci c network topologies used in the proof are known to the protocol.
Below, we consider a system whose underlying graph is a line of n nodes. We use the following additional notation. For an integer i, let L(i) denote the leftmost i nodes of the graph; similarly, let R(i) denote the set of the rightmost i nodes. For a global state s and a subset A V of nodes, let sj A denote the projection of s on the nodes of A. We use two legal global states, s 0 with output value 0, and s 1 with output value 1.
We rst bound the output stabilization time.
Lemma 4.1 Let f be the number of faults in the initial state, and assume that f < n=2. There is no protocol for the persistent bit problem with output stabilization time less than f, even if f is known a-priori.
Proof: Fix f < n=2. Let s be the global state such that sj L(f) = s 0 j L(f) and sj R(n?f) = s 1 j R(n?f) , and let s 0 be the global state such that s 0 j R(f) = s 1 j R(f) and s 0 j L(n?f) = s 0 j L(n?f) . Intuitively, s is the state of the system which, after being in legal state s 1 , were hit by a batch of faults which corrupted the nodes in L(f), and s 0 is the state of the system which was in legal state s 0 and then a batch of faults changed the state of the nodes in R(f). Suppose, for contradiction, that starting from s, the output of the system stabilizes in time t < f. Consider the leftmost node: it cannot distinguish between s and s 0 in less than f time units, and therefore it must behave identically under both initial states in the rst t time units. But by the problem speci cation, its output in s after t time units should be 0, and its output in s 0 after t time units should be 1, contradiction.
The lower bound for state stabilization uses the assumptions that f is unknown, and that the global state does not change after stabilization. and B = V n (A C) (see Figure 4) . We have that jAj = p, and jBj = jCj = n?p 2 . We prove the lemma by considering a start state with p faulty nodes, and showing that the state stabilization time in this case is at least n?p 4 . To do that, we consider three scenarios as follows (see Figure 4) . In Scenario I, the start states of the nodes are as follows. The nodes in A start with s 0 j A , the nodes in B start with s 1 j B , and the nodes in C start with s 1 j C . In this case the nodes in A are faulty: intuitively, the system was in the legal state s 1 , and the nodes in A were hit by a batch of faults which changed their state to s 0 j A . Let the the state stabilization time of this start state be t. We will show that t n?jAj 4 . Let s 2 denote the global state in Scenario I after t steps. We note a few facts about s 2 :
(1) s 2 is a legal state with output value 1. (2) s 2 j R(n?jAj?t) = s 1 j R(n?jAj?t) , i.e., the local states of all nodes, except A and the leftmost t nodes of B, is exactly as in s 1 .
Scenario II, intuitively, starts at s 2 after a batch of faults changes the state of the nodes in C to be as in s 0 . Formally, the start state of this scenario is s 3 , de ned by s 3 j A B = s 2 j A B and s 3 j C = s 0 j C . The problem speci cation requires that the outcome for this scenario is 1. Let s 4 be the state of the system after t steps in this scenario. We note an additional fact which follows from fact (1): (3) s 4 must lead to a state where the output value is 1 (even though s 4 might not be legal).
Next, consider Scenario III in which the start states are as follows. The nodes in A start with s 0 j A , the nodes in B start with s 1 j B , and the nodes in C start with s 0 j C . In this case the nodes in B are considered faulty: intuitively, the system was in the legal state s 0 , and the nodes in B were hit by a batch of faults which changed their state to be s 1 j B . The problem speci cation requires that the outcome for this scenario is 0. 
The General Transformer
In this section we show how to transform a given algorithm for a general non-reactive problem to a fault-local stabilizing one. Our technique is essentially brute force; the result should therefore be viewed just as a possibility result, since the space overhead in our particular method is high. Moreover, a thorough treatment of reactive problems (rather than non-reactive problems dealt with here) is needed to give a solutions to the initialization problem. We assume that inputs are given by the environment already replicated.
Intuitively, the statement below views the state before the output is computed as faulty, and computing the output is viewed as recovering from faults. The idea is to view the computation as consisting of three stages: rst the inputs are replicated at all nodes in the system (as mentioned above, this is outside the scope of this paper) in the second stage, which is done instantly, the outputs are computed; and in the last stage, which is considered to be long-lived, the replicated inputs are guarded against state corruption.
We do not think that this is an e cient approach. Nevertheless, it uni es elegantly the treatment of computation and fault recovery.
Theorem 5.1 Let P be a non-stabilizing protocol solving problem , then there exists a stabilizing protocol P 0 which solves with output stabilization time O(f) and state stabilization time O(diam), even if f is unknown.
Proof: We outline the transformed protocol P 0 . In P 0 , each input bit is replicated over all nodes in the system. These bits are maintained by the persistent-bit algorithm. By Theorem 3.5, all the replicated inputs will have the correct values in O(f) time units. Note that each node has all inputs locally available, and it can therefore simulate P locally in a single time step. It follows that the output values for will stabilize in O(f) time units. The state of P 0 stabilizes in O(diam) steps by Theorem 3.8.
Saving in Space Complexity
One way to reduce the space complexity of our algorithm is to assume that there is a known upper bound F on the number of processors corrupted in a single batch of transient faults. Under this assumption, our algorithm can be converted to an algorithm with output stabilization time O(f), state-stabilization time O(F), and space complexity O(F). The idea is as follows. The output stabilization protocol will use the regulated broadcast algorithm such that each node has a value array with only 2F + 1 entries: this is su cient in order to compute the correct result when the number of faults is at most F. To do this, all we need is that only 2F + 1 nodes will be the sources of regulated broadcast trees. This set can be hardwired in the protocol or somehow dynamically computed. The input xing protocol becomes much simpler: we needs only to implement a timer which counts up to 4F, and there is no need to compute the depth of the node.
The change in the code is minimal. In Figure 2 , the last for statement should be not for every j 2 V , but rather for every root node j. For completeness, Figure 5 below contains the code for the input xing part for the case of a known upper bound on F. It is not di cult to see that with these modi cations, the stabilization times are as claimed. (Use the same argument as the one used for Lemma 3.2 for the regulated broadcast; the equivalent of Lemma 3.4 will not be necessary; then use a standard Bellman-Ford argument for the input-xing part.) The space required at a node is proportional to F. The saving is signi cant if F is much smaller than diam. It should be clear from Theorem 4.3, however, that such a variant of the protocol cannot withstand f > F faults with the given state stabiliziation time.
